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ON THE BOUNDARY BEHAVIOUR OF FUNCTIONS
ORTHOGONAL TO INVARIANT SUBSPACES

BY

KAR-KOI LEUNG1

Abstract. In this paper we study the relationship between the boundary

behaviour of functions in the orthogonal subspace of the invariant subspace

<pH2 and the boundary behaviour of the inner function fp itself.

1. Introduction. Let H2 be the Hardy space of functions analytic in the unit

disc U and let S be the shift operator defined on H2 by the relation

S(f) = zf,      / G H2.

It has been proved by Beurling [3] that every invariant subspace of H2 under

the shift operator S is of the form q>H2 = {(pf: f E H2}, where <p is an inner

function, that is, a function bounded and analytic in the unit disc for which

|<p(z)| < 1, z G U, and limr^,|o;(re/9)| = 1 for almost every 9 E (0, 2ir] with

respect to Lebesgue measure; see Hoffman's book [9] for details.

Let {an) be a sequence of complex numbers such that 2"_i(l — |ß„|) < oo,

0 < \a„\ < 1. Such a sequence is known as a Blaschke sequence. The

Blaschke product B(z, {a„}) associated with [an] is defined as

at     r    i\      TT    '*"'     a" " ZB(z> {«„}) = 11   —   Ï—FT '
«=i    an     1 - anz

It is well known that every Blaschke product B(z, {an}) is an inner

function and every inner function <p admits the factorization

<p(z) = czmB(z, {an))L(z)G(z), (1.1)

where m is the order of zeros of <p(z) at the origin, {a„) is the set of zeros of ç>

in U \ {0} repeated according to multiplicity.
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G(z) = exp{-/o2,T-^±|W)},

a^ J      V e'5" + z
A(z) = exp   - 2  Pn —s-

I,    „=i       e " — z

p is a finite, positive, continuous, singular measure defined on the unit circle

dU, 8„ E (0, 2tr],pn > 0, 2"=1pn < oo, and c is a constant of modulus one. In

this paper we assume without loss of generality that m = 0.

Let cpH2 be the invariant subspace of H2 associated with the inner function

y(z), and let (cpH2)1- be the orthogonal complement of <pH2.

For each m > 0, each y > 1, and each £ G W, let

-R (w, £, y) = {z: 1 - |z| > m|arg z - arg £|Y,

0 < |z| < 1, |argz - arg ¿| < it/2}.

We say that a function / defined on U has a ry-limit at £ if and only if

there exists a finite number L such that, for each m > 0,

lim      /(z) = L.

zefi(m,î,y)

We note [4] that /has a T,-limit at £ if and only if/has a nontangential limit

•te.
Ahem and Clark [2] have proved the following results concerned with the

existence of /"¡-limits of functions in (op//2)x.

Theorem A. Let p be a nonnegative integer and let £ be a point ofdU. Then,

for eachf E ((pH2)1, the functions f(z),f'(z), .. . ,f(p)(z) have Tx-limits at £ if

and only if

«;        1 - \a„\ f2«        dp(9)

+ l\T^<co- (L2)

Protas [13] has extended the sufficient part of this result to the case of

7^-limits. In fact, he has proved

Theorem B. Let y > 1 and let p be a nonnegative integer p < y — 1. Then,

for each f E (<pH2)x, the pth derivative off has a Ty/(p+X)-limit at £ // (1.1)

holds with p + 1 replaced by y.

In [13] he also gave an example to show that the converse of Theorem B is

not true even for the case/» = 0 and q>(z) = B(z, {a„}).

The purpose of this paper is to study the boundary behaviour of the

functions/in ((pH2)^-, and their successive derivatives along a class of curves,
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namely the curves of the form V = [r(9)e'e; 9 G (0, it]), where we assume

that r(9) is a continuous decreasing function of 9, 0 < r(9) < 1, T n 3Í/ =

Given a function / defined on U, and a curve T defined as above, we say

that/has a r-limit at 1 if there exists a finite complex number L such that

lim f(z) = L.
z-*\      v   '

zer

In §2 we obtain a sufficient condition and a necessary condition for the

functions in (yH2)-1 to have T-limits at 1. In §3 we study the existence of

r-limits of higher order derivatives of functions in (opi/2)-1. In §4 we study

the existence of 7^-limits of functions in (qp//2)x and their derivatives. A

necessary and sufficient condition is given for the case p = 0. In §5 an

example is given to illustrate that the result we obtain in §4 is more general

than Theorem B. In §6 we study the boundary behaviour of the kernel

functions D/, which will be defined in §2.

Of course, the results obtained in this paper are also true for the similar

curves with one end at some other point on dU.

2. Let [a„] be a Blaschke sequence, and a„ — r„e'e", n = 1, 2,.... Without

loss of generality, we assume that |1 — an\ < {- for all n. Let Y = [r(9)e'$:

9 E (0, it)} be a curve defined in U, such that r(9) is a continuous decreasing

function of 9, 0 < r(9) <l,rn9(7={l}.We have the following theorems.

Theorem 1. Let tp(z) be an inner function, factorized according to (1.1). If

'   i -kl    (i.   4-C)      ä      p.     _ ....

K{   2     -lz^_
t^*{,/i<0n<2,   (1 - r(t)f + (t - 9„f

r2t dp(9)

•V2 (1 - r(t)f + (t - 9f

Try Pn
< oo, (2.2)

,/2<sa<2,   (1 - r(t)Y + (t - 8n)2

then, for each fin (<pH2)L,f(z) has a T-limit at 1.

We mention that the range of {#„} considered in (2.2) has already been

used [11] in studying the T-limits of Blaschke products B(z, [a„)), in which

an associated necessary and sufficient condition is obtained for the existence

of r-limits of the Blaschke product B(z, [a„]) and its subproducts.
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Proof. We first consider the special cases (I) q> = B, (II) q> = G, (III)

q> = A, and then give a proof for the general case based on the factorization

(1.1).
In the case (I), let Bx = 1, let Bn(z) - B(z, {a,}";,1), n = 2, 3,..., and let

K(z) = (1 - \an\2)l/2Bn(z)/ (1 - 5nz),      n - 1,2,....

It was shown by Ahern and Clark [2] that {hn} is an orthonormal basis for

(BH2)-1. For any z G {/, let Z>/ be the function in (BH2)X satisfying

f(z) = (/, Df) for all / is (BH2)L. The function Df is known as the
reproducing kernel of (BH2)X. For further details of reproducing kernels, we

refer to Hille's paper [8].

We wish to show that {Df: z ET) converges weakly as z-> 1 along T.

Since {hn} is an orthonormal basis for (BH2)1-, Df admits a representation

¿>/® = 2 K(z)hn(i)

and

m2- s ¡KW = I ¿^!L |5n(z)|2.     (23)

Let z = r(t)e", and let /•(/) > |. Define the functions Sx, S2, S3 as follows:

^       1 - kl5,(0=    2

s2(t)=   2

2/<ff„<2^   |1 - a„z\2 '

1 - kl

S>(t)=      2

o<e„<//2   |1 - anz\2

i - kl

Then

sx (t) -   2
2t<0„<2v    |1 - «„¿|

=   2

t/2^B„<2t    |1 - «„¿P

i - k[_

i - kl
2,<9„<2w (i - V(or+4v(') sin2(c - ö«)/2)

i - kl
< ÎT

2/<0„<2W    k - ö«|2

2t<6.<2ir °„ n=l "„
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Similarly, we have

i - kls2(0<*22
n-l 9,n

s3(t)=   2 i - kl
,/2<*„<2,  (1 - r„r(t))2 + 4r„r(t)sin2((t - 9„)/2)

<    2     _LzH_
,/2<9n<2,   (1 - r(t)f + (t- 9n)2/v2

1 - kl
v2

s       ..,»!;' ^2<c>  tew-

t/2<en<2t  (1 - r(t)Y + (t - 9nf

It has been shown by Cargo [5] that 2"_,(1 - kl)/|l - an\p converges if

and only if 2~_i(l - \a„\)/9p converges, where p is a positive number. But

by the hypothesis (2.1) 2~_i(l - kl)/|l — a„\2 converges. Thus we have that

2"_i(l - \a„\)/92 is convergent and hence Sx(t) and S2(t) are uniformly

bounded. By the hypothesis (2.2) we can find some positive constant c, and

$ G (0, ir] such that

i - kl
r/2<~„<2,   (1 - r(t)f + (t - 9„f

Hence 2~_,(1 - kl)/|l - 5nz\2 is uniformly bounded on T for / G (0, $],
and hence \\Df\\2 is uniformly bounded on T for / G (0, $].

Let z approach 1 along T. Since the closed unit ball of a Hubert space is

weakly compact, there is a weak limit point of Df in (BH2)1-, denoted by

Dx. This weak limit point is determined by (h„, Dx), n = 1,2,..., and each

h„ is continuous on the closure of U. Therefore Df -» Dx weakly as z -» 1

along T. We therefore see that Theorem 1 is true for the case <p = B.

We now consider the case <p = G. Ahern and Clark [1] have shown that the

linear combinations of the projections of the G¡s into (GH2)X form a dense

subset of (GH2)1- and the projection of each G9 into (GH2)^ can be

expressed as a linear combination of the Ge\ where

G,(z) = exp{-jr^ dp(X)

Thus we can find an orthonormal basis for (GH2)^ among the linear

combinations of Ge(z), 9 E (0, 2ti).

We also have for all/ G (GH2)X

f(z) = (f,Df),
where
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l-C(z)C(£)
D?(£)-H-^-,

r2»    |G»(*)I2

•'o       1 - e'"zr

From (2.4) we have for z = r(t)e" and r(i) > |

*2w ¿//x(ô)
KBa< 2-2/0

0 - '(<)) + (< - •?
2* dp(9) . C2t dp(9)

Jo       92 Jti</2 (1 - r(t))2 + (t - 9f

But f2n(l/92)dp(9) is bounded if and only if /g*|l - eiB\~2 dp(9) is

bounded and the hypothesis (2.2) implies that there exist positive numbers $

and c such that

■2, dp(9)
< c

't/i (1 - r(t)Y + (t-9)¿

for all t E (0, $]. Hence we have that \\Df\\ is bounded uniformly for all

t E (0, *].

Since the closed unit ball of a Hubert space is weakly compact, the

existence of a weak limit point of Df in (GH2)1- as z -» 1 along T is assured.

We denote this weak limit point by Dx, and then Dx is determined by

(G, DXG) when 9 E (0, 2cr).

We now prove that Dx is unique by showing that each G9 has a r-limit at

1. We will say that F is a divisor of G if F is in the unit ball of H °° and there

exists a function H(z) in the unit ball of H™ such that G = FH. We note

that each Gg is a divisor of G.

Now from the hypothesis (2.1), we have

-2«-    dp(9)

Jo     |1 - e>\

From the hypothesis (2.2), we have

dp(9)

< oo. (2.5)

r2t
lim   f

'-0-   ./,/2
= 0. (2.6)

,/2   1 - r(f) + |/- 0|

But it is known [10] that (2.5) combined with (2.6) is a necessary and

sufficient condition for each divisor of G (z) to have a r-limit of modulus one

at 1. Hence we obtain the theorem for the case <p = G.

We can prove the theorem for the case ç> = A by the same method as we
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used to prove the theorem for the case <p = G. Observe the fact that the linear

combinations of the functions AA(z), X E (0, oo), form a dense subset of

(AHY [1], where

Ax(z) - exp
em> + z

eiSJ - z
(X + N)pN+x

g'8"-' + z

e¡SN*i — z

and N = [X] is the integral part of X.

We have for all/ G (A#2)x

f(z) = (f,Df),

1 - A(z)A(£)
D?®-

l-iz

,1^2 = 2 V   p       >A"^12
"D> «      2¿ P"  |i - ,%,f •

The proof for the case qp = A is so similar to the proof for the case <p = G that

it will be omitted. It has been observed by Ahern and Clark [1] that for linear

functions <p, and <p2, we have

(<px<p2H2)±=(<pxH2)±(B<px{cp2H2)±. (2.7)

Hence the hypotheses (2.1) and (2.2) imply that each function in (BH2)L u

(GH2)-1 u (AH2)L has a r-limit at 1 and the same is true for their linear

combinations and finite products.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Ahern and Clark [2] have shown that if all the functions in (fpH2)1- are

bounded along some sequence in that unit disc, tending to 1, then every

function in (qp//2)x has a Ti-limit at 1. Now we can prove the following

converse of Theorem 1. In fact, we can prove something more.

Theorem 2. Let <p(z) be an inner function factorized according to (1.1). If for

each fin (<pH2)x,f(z) is bounded along T then (2.1) and (2.2) hold.

Proof. (2.1) follows easily from Theorem A.

If (2.2) were not true, then one of the following cases must arise:

lim
<-»o+

1 - kl

{t)Y + (t-9n)2\

dp(9)
lim

r-*0-* f-•V2   (\- r(t(1 - r(t)Y + (1 - 9„f

= oo,

=  00,

(I)

(II)
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K Í   2     -^-rTr) = 00- (m)
t^¡- \//2<«„<2/   1 - r(tf +(i - 8„)2 /

In the case (I), since (BH2)1- c («p/i2)-1-, we have that each function in

(BH2)*- is bounded along T. Then the uniform boundedness theorem implies

that \\Df\\ is bounded for all z G T, that is

, 2     1 - |5(z)|2

l»/I - -7q¡¡r- < < (2-8)

for some constant c > 0. Therefore |2?(z)| -> 1 as z -* 1 along I\ Hence we

can find z0 G T such that [JS(z)| > ¿ whenever |z| > |z0|, z G T. Now (I)

implies that

«      1 - k|
lim   Zi   T.--ñ = °°
£$  n-l    |1 - 0„Z|2

which means that for each z' G T, (|z'| > |z0|), and each positive number c,

we can find z" G T with |z"| > |z'| such that

i - kl
.-1 |i-v'f
2 -—^i2->4c-

Hence we have

ii^ii2 = : \b„(z")\
, i-kl2

-, ■ "x_ " ii - ä„z"i2

i ~    i - kl2 ^ i s    i - kl  ^ , ,9Q.
> t 2.   t:—z—^ > t  Z   t;—r-^î > c (2.9)

* «-1    I1 - anz  \ *   n=l    I1 - anz  I

and (2.9) is seen to be a contradiction of (2.8). Thus (I) turns out to be

impossible.

By using the same method, we can show that the cases (II) and (III) will

never happen.

The theorem is thus proved.

3. We now study the existence of the r-limits of the higher order derivatives

of functions in (<pH2)x. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let tp be an inner function with the factorization (1.1), and let p

be a nonnegative integer, if (1.2) holds with | = 1, and
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,/2<0n<2t    [(1_r(i))2 + (i_ö/i)2j

¥f» _dp(9)
J>/2   [(1_r(0)2 + (,_ö)2]

X71 Pn

p + \

xp + \
< oo.     (3.1)

t/2<S„<2,     [(1_r(0)2 + (/_5J2^

Then, for eachf G (<p#2)x, the functions f(z),... ,f{p\z) have T-limits at 1.

Proof. We first consider the special cases (I) <p = B, (II) <p = G, (III)

<p = A, and then give a proof for the general case.

In the case (I), by making use of (2.7) we can assume without loss of

generality that {a„} satisfy |1 - 5„z\ < 1 for all z G T, \z\ > '. The theorem

has been proved for the case/? = 0 in Theorem 1. We now apply the principle

of mathematical induction to prove the theorem for all nonnegative integers

p. We assume that the theorem is true for/» = N — 1. We wish to show that

the theorem is also true for/7 = N.

For each z ET, let DfN be the function in (BH2)X which satisfies

fN\z) = (f,DfN).

Since {hn} is an orthonormal basis for (BH2)X, we have DfN = 2~_, d¿N\,

where \\DfN\\2 = ^.MN\z)\2. Setting/ = h„ we have <#"> - h™ and

e>« - O - kl2),/2 fo(;)^

Hence

ra2= 2 un»
71=1

-»

W
•/^

^ -V+1
(1 - V)

;l(1-^|o(>^)^ir^í
Now

lim
i - kl

r-0+ i/2<«„<2/   J(! _ r(tyf + rt_ gnfy+
< oo

implies that
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S     s     -Ids!-     o.
t^o+ ,/2<e„<2t   [l - rrt) + (t - gn)Y

Theorem 3 of [11] asserts the boundedness of B¡¡N~J\z) on r for n = 1,

2,... ,j < N, hence

\BjN-J\z)\j\\an\>     C(N_ßß

ii-<j>r    ii-w*1
where C(a-_^ is a constant independent of «, and we can take z G T, |z| > ',

then |1 — anz\ < 1 for all n, and hence there is a constant c such that

i - kl
u - ä„zr+»

KN\z)\ < c -

for all n, and z close to 1 on T.

Therefore

00

Now, by using the method we have employed in the proof of Theorem 1,

we can show that the right-hand member of (3.2) is uniformly bounded on T,

for all 9 E (0, $], where <T> is some number in (0, it).

Again using the fact that the closed unit ball of a Hubert space is weakly

compact, we can find a weak limit point of DfN in (BH2)X as z -» 1 along T.

We denote this weak limit point by Df. This weak limit point is unique since

it is determined by (h„, Df), n = 1, 2,..., and each function h„ is analytic

on the closure of U. We have thus proved the theorem for the case <p = B and

p = N, and hence for all nonnegative integral values of p.

In the case (II) the theorem has been proved for the case/? = 0 in Theorem

1. We now apply the principle of mathematical induction to prove the

theorem for all nonnegative integers p. We assume the theorem is true for

p = N - 1. We wish to show that the theorem is also true for/» = N.

From the assumption that (1.2) holds with £ = 1 we have

rim dp(9)

fJn
< oo. (3.3)

^o     |1 - ei9\"+]

From (3.1) we have

rit dp(9)
lim   /     -Î-J-^--77=0. (3.4)

t-o+ J'/2 (1 - r(t) + |r - 9\)p  l

But (3.3) and (3.4) imply that the pth derivative of each divisor of G has a

r-limit at 1 [10].
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Ahern and Clark [1] have shown that for each/ G (GH )

•2*

2\X

f(z) = f\(9)K(9,z)dp(9)
Jo

(3.5)

where c(9) E L2(p(9)), and

K(9, z) =
V2Ge(z)

1 e~iBz
(3.6)

f2v        a^t

From (3.5) we have

d{N)k

'o 3z'

Now let Z)^ be a function in (GH2)X such that

for each/ G (GH2)1-. Since L2(p(9)) is isometric to (G//2)x [1], we have

3(">a: ,2
l^ll2=/ •'0 dz1

dp(9).

By applying Leibniz's rule to (3.6) we have

dNK(9,z)

dz1

N

2
M=0

¿-i=V2    S   (í)/.!CÍ"->(r)
(e-*)

Ar

(1 - e"»*)
«+i

Since

-     r2t
lim   {

<//l(*)

[(l-ríOf + í/-^]'*'
< oo

implies that (3.4) holds, by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1 of

[10], we know that G¡N~"\z) is bounded on T by Cn, where C„ is a constant

independent of 9 and z. So there exists a constant C such that

,2

CdNK(9,z)

dz'
<

|1 _e-*z|2(AH-i) •

The condition (1.2) with £ = 1 together with condition (3.1) imply that

,2
r2ir

•A)
9^(0, z)

dzN
dp(9)

is bounded uniformly when / G (0, $], where <T> is some small positive

number. Hence {||2?zjv||} is bounded uniformly on (0, $].

Again, we use the fact that the closed unit ball of a Hubert space is weakly

compact to find a weak limit point Dfi as z -» 1 along T. But Df is
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determined by (Gg, D%), 9 E (0, 2m\, and the existence of the T-limit of each

G¿N) ensures that Dß is indeed the weak limit of DfN as z -> 1 along T. This

completes the proof for that case cp = G.

The proof for the case <p = A is very similar to the proof for the case

<p = G.
Combining the above results for the cases q> = B, tp = G, and <p = A, and

observing the relation (2.7) we now see that the theorem is true for p = N,

and for all nonnegative integral values of p.

4. We now apply the results obtained in §§2 and 3 to study the ry-limit of

functions in the space (<pH2)x. We first obtain

Theorem 4. Let <p(z) be an inner function, let (1.1) be its factorization, and

let y > 1. Then for each function f in (<pH2)x, f(z) has a Ty-limit at 1 // and

only if (1.2) holds with £ = l,p = 0 and

r- Í       v, 1 - klhm
t-*+ { t/2<M<2t   t2-* + (t- \9n\)2

dp(\9\)

V-2t h/2] <* + << - l*l)2

Pn —       < CO. (4.1)

,/2<|5„|<2,    f** + (/ - |5„|)2 J

Proof. We obtain the sufficiency if (1.2) with £ = 1, p = 0 and (4.1) by

noticing the fact that the modulus of the value of each function in {h„} U

[Ge) u {AA} in each set R(m, 1, y) for m > 0 is not greater than the

modulus of its values on the boundary curve r(t) = 1 — m\t\y, and applying

Theorem 1.
In considering the necessary condition, we note that (1.2) with £ = \,p =0

is obtained by applying Theorem A and the fact that the existence of a

7^-limit of a function defined on U for some y > 1 at a point £ G 3(7 implies

the existence of a rrUmit of this function at the same point £. The condition

(4.1) is obtained by applying Theorem 2 to the curve defined by

r(t) = 1 - TT-<\t\\      t E (0, ir].

Corollary 1. Let y > 1. The following statements are equivalent:

(I) each function f E (<pH2)x has a Ty-limit at I,

(II) each function f E (q>H2)x is bounded along R(m, 1, y).

As an application of Theorem 3, we have the following result:

Theorem 5. Let <p be an inner function, and let (1.1) be its factorization. Let

y > 1, and let p be a nonnegative integer. If (1.2) holds with £ = 1 and
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1 - k|

t/2<\e„\<2,  (/2y + (, _ |0n|2)y+1

dp(\9\)

79

\J-2t        Jt/l) (t* + (t - \9\)2)

P,

2\P+l

< oo     (4.2)
t/2<\S„\<2t    (f2ï + (/ - \8n\)2)" + l

then thepth derivative of each f E (<pH2)x has a Ty-limit at 1.

Note. (1) If the/7th derivative of each/ G (<pH2)x has a ry-limit at 1 then

the z'th derivative of each / G (yH2)x will have a 7\ -limit for A, = (p +

1)y/0' + 1) at l,y - Q, 1.p.
(2) It is easily seen that as long as we can prove the existence of the limit of

the /?th derivative of each / G (<pH2)x as z-> 1 in R(m, 1, y) for some

particular m > 0, by this method we can also prove the existence of the limit

of each/ G (<pH2)x as z -» 1 in R (M, 1, y) for any other M > 0.

5. In this section, we give an example to show that indeed Theorem 5 is

more general than Theorem B.

Example. Let p be a positive integer and y > 1. Then there exists a

Blaschke sequence {«„} such that

ä      l - kl

whenever

„f,   |l-a/<2*+2>

1 + y(2p + 1)
A ^

= 00

2/7 + 2

but the/7th derivative of each function/in (BH2)X has a 7" -limit at 1. Let

f^-TT—V*"»     M = 2'3'
V       h** log n /log

where we assume that

/3 > max(l, a),       0 < a < 1/(y - 1).

Then

(5.1)

(5.2)

1 n a(2p + 2)\-ß

|1 _ ö/||M2/7+2) log«

as « -> oo, so that (5.1) holds if and only if

a(2p + 2)X - ß > 1. (5.3)
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But we require our Blaschke sequence to satisfy (1.2) with £ = 1. For this

purpose, we let

a(2p + 2)X-ß< -1. (5.4)

We now impose some conditions on the Blaschke sequence (5.1) so that

(4.2) can be satisfied. Let an = rnei$\ For small positive values of t, we define

TV so that

(N+ l)~"< t < N-".

Let K be a positive number less than one. Then for some constant C we

have

VI 1 ~ rn (jNK+ay(2p+2)-ß

\«-m<N* {<* +1/ - 0„|}2'+2 los"

while the remaining terms of (4.2) are bounded by

çN(a+l)(2p + 2)-fi £\r(a+l)(2/> + 2)-Ar<2p + l)-fl

**<„,?»,<c*   \N-n\2»+2logN< ÏOÏÏV '

Hence (4.2) will be satisfied if both of the following inequalities hold

K + txy(2p + 2) - ß < 0, (5.5)

(a + l)(2/7 + 2) - K(2p + 1) - ß < 0. (5.6)

We now see that the set of triples (K, a, ß) which satisfies (5.2), (5.3), (5.4),

(5.5), (5.6) is nonempty, indeed the triple

[(2/7+l)y+l](2/7 + 2)

and

a =

^ = 1+2/, + 2'

can meet our need.

[(2p+ 1^ + 1^ + 2)'

1

6. The reproducing kernel .£>/(£) = (1 — <p(z)(p(£))/(l — £z) has been seen

to be significant in the theory presented in the previous sections. Perhaps it is

natural to ask whether there is any information about the inner function <p

implied by the boundary behaviour of Df on the curve T. Protas [14] has

obtained the following results for the curves r(1 y m) = {r(t)e'', r(t) = 1 —

m|/|Y, 0 < |/| < mim>, m~i/y)} where y > 1 andm > 0.

Theorem C. Let <p(z) be an inner function, and let (1.1) be its factorization.

Then (1.2) holds with 2(p + 1) replaced by y if and only if
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/ ||D/|2H<oo. (6.1)

As a by-product of the proof of Theorem C, he has also obtained

Theorem D. If the condition (1.2) holds with 2(p + 1) replaced by y, then

f \<p'(z)\ \dz\ < 00.
•/r(l,Y,m)

Let T = {r(9)ei9, 9 E (0, it)} where r(9) < 1  and limg^0r(9) = 1, we

assume that r(9) satisfies a Lipschitz condition.

sup   \r(9x) - r(92)\ < Q\9X - 92\ (6.2)
e,*02

and r'(9) < 0. Let Tx be the reflexion of T in the lower half-plane and let

T* = T u rP By using the method of Protas [14], we can prove the following

extension of Theorem C to the curve T.

Theorem 6. Let <p(z) be an inner function, and let (1.1) be its factorization.

Let T* be the curve defined above. Then

Ä T^m   L l^Tp) + ¿x  i -r(|a„|) < °° (6,3)
if and only if

Proof. We first consider the case <p = B.

From (2.3) we have, for any positive constant C,

/ ||4W*<2 *(i-kl)f
|l-ä„r(/y|2-

Since, when z = r(t)eu, we have

|l-«„z|2>(l-r(/))2+i|/-0J2,

then, for sufficiently small positive numbers c'

r      dt
Jo    \l - än(t)e«\2

rt>n-A„      2 dt       ,  /-*„+/»„ <// ,   rc' 2dt
<

ç8„-a„     2 dt    + re„+A„        dt       + rc      _2_

j° {t-Oaf     k-A„    (l-r(t))2     \+A„(t-9n)

<i--l + 2An ,_

An      9„      {l.riAn)]2      An      c'-9n>

where A„ = (1 - r(ö„))/(ß - 1), n = 1, 2,-But, from the hypothesis
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(6.2), we have

1 - r(9n - A„) > (1 - r(9n)) - QAn = A„,

and hence

l    \l-aJr(t)eif = 0\T=rlñJr       ̂ ^
It follows from (6.3) that

}oC\\D?U)e»(dt<rc (6.5)

and

/_°JK(I<I)H|2^<00 <66>

follows in the same way.

We now see that (6.4) follows from (6.5) and (6.6), since r'(t) is bounded by

ß.
For the converse, we assume that (6.4) holds for <p = B. By considering the

logarithmic derivative of B(z, {a„}) we have

00 1 - \a I2
*'(MM) = -2 Kiz)-~r2

»-1 (l-a„z)

where

bn(z) = B(z, {an))(l - 5nz)/ (an - z),       n = 1,2.

Let   Z)(z) = 5(z, {a„})2.   Then   \\Df\\2 > \B(z, {a„})\,   \B'(z, {a„))\

>\\D'(z)\, and hence

f   |Z)'^)I H < oo. (6.7)

But (6.7) implies that the Blaschke product D(z) has a T-limit (T^hmit) at 1.

Also (6.4) implies that

,    \~\D(z)\

Jr.      l-|z|      1^1 < °°-
Then, for some constant C > 0

.c  l-\D(r(t)e")\

r(t)

Since r'(t) is bounded for t E (0, C], hence sup{|Z>(z)|: z G T) — 1 and

\D (z)\ -» 1 as z -> 1 along T. Therefore D (z) has a T-limit of modulus 1, and

hence B(z) has a T-limit of modulus 1 at 1. The same is true for the curve Tx.

fC   l-|"l/(.
I     --t-T-,- dt< oo.

•'o 1 - r(
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Now, from (6.4), we have

,c -     i - kl2     ,^
I       2,   -7 dt< oo,
J-c.. !i-v(/)e*p

and this implies that

S(l-k|2)/|l-äflr(Myr2^<oo,

where /„ = (9n, 9n + (1 - r(9n))) it 9n > 0 and 7n = (9n - (1 - /-(|ffn|)), 0„) if

9„<0.
Now, a theorem of Lindelöf [6, p. 5] shows that B(z, {an}) has a limit of

modulus one as z -» 1 inside the area bounded by T*. So there is an integer

«0 such that a„ is outside of T* for each n > n0, that is

\ - rn < \ - r(\9n\)   itn>n0.

Then

|l-äflr(M)ef<5(l-r(|0„|))2

so

and hence

~       1 - k|
A   1 - r(\9n\)  < °°'

~      1 - kl    „

In the case <p = G and <p = A, using the same method we can prove that

Theorem 6 is true. Since the proof is so similar to the proof for q> = B. We

will not repeat the arguments here.

Now consider that general case that <p = cBGA. If $ and ¥ are two inner

functions we have

1 - |$(z)*(z)|2 = 1 - |S>(z)|2 + |$(z)|2(l - |*(z)|2),

and hence we have

\\Drw2 - u^ii2+i*(*)i2 haï2 < h ay+iia*ii2-
Combining the results we obtained for the cases ç> = is, <p = G and <p = A,

we see that (6.4) implies (6.3).
Conversely, let us assume that (6.3) holds. Since 1 - |$(z)^(z)|2 > 1 -

|$(z)|2 for any inner function ^ and <P, we have

\\°r\f>\\D?(.
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Again, combining the results obtained for the cases <p = B, <p = G and

(p = A, we see that (6.3) implies (6.4).

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.

As an extension of Theorem D, we mention the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let <p be an inner function, and let (1.1) be its factorization. Then

(6.3) implies

^\<p'(z)\\dz\<cc.
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